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Structure and symmetryof CuS, (pyrite structure)
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Abstract
X-ray diffraction data collectedon a single-crystalspecimenof CuS2show that despiteits
optical anisotropyCuS, apparentlyhas the cubic pyrite structure,with a: 5.7891(6)A.precessionand Weissenbergphotographs fail to reveal any reflections which violate the requirements for spacegroup Pa3. Such reflections, however, Wereobserved in four-circle di-ffractometer measurements,but they are shown to result from multiple di-ffraction,effects.
Reflement of the structurein spacegroup Pa3 using 209 intensity data givesa weightedresidual of 0.014and x(S) : 0.39878(5).A comparisonof the refined structurewith other pyrite
structuressuggeststhat copper in CuSz has a formal valenceof 2+ and three antibonding
electrons.Also, the CuSeoctahedronis only slightly distorted,which is in contrastwith the
square-planarcoordination usually found for Cu2*.

Introduction
Disulfides of the transition elementsMn through
Zn crystalllz,ein the pyrite structure. The Mn, Fe,
Co, and Ni membersof this group occur as minerals,
and their structures have been refined. CuS, and
ZnS.' are not found in nature, but they have been
synthesizedat high temperaturesand pressures.This
paper reports the results obtained in a study of the
crystal structure and optical propertiesof CuSr.
CuS, is of interestfor two reasons.First, its crystal
chemistry is unique. Nakai et al. (1978)have shown
through X-ray photoelectronspectroscopythat most
copper sulfidescontain only Cu*; however,our crystal-chemical evidenceindicatesthat copper in CuS,
is divalent. The copper is coordinated by six sulfur
atoms in a trigonal antiprism slightly distorted from
an octahedron,rather than in its usual square-planar
coordination. Second,optical evidencefor non-cubic
symmetry has been reported (Taylor and Kullerud,
1972),btt not explainedin terms of the crystal structure. Similar, but less intense, optical effects have
been reported for FeS, (Stanton, 1975; Gibbons,
1967).Theseauthors disagreeas to whether the anisotropy is entirely a surface feature or intrinsic to the
crystal structure.There is also disagreementwith reI Presentaddress:IBM T.J. Watson ResearchCenter,P.O. Box
218, Yorktown Heights,New York, 10598.
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spect to the X-ray diffraction studieson FeS'. Finklea et al. (1976) found no deviations from cubic
symmetry,but Bayliss (1977)concludedthat at least
sone pyrite crystalsare triclinic. Becauseoptical anisotropy has always been observedfor CuS, we decided to investigate its crystal structure to provide
further information on this intriguing problem.
Experimental
The CuS, crystal used is a small (0.13 x O.l2 x
0.08 mm) rectangular prism selectedfrom material
reported by Bither et al. (1968). Although polished
sectionsof thesecrystalsare anisotropic in reflected
light, long-exposureprecessionand Weissenberg
photographs failed to reveal any diffraction spots
which are inconsistent with the requirements for
space group Pa3. This crystal was mounted on a
Picker four-circle diffractometer and its lattice parameters were determined from twelve automatically-centeredreflectionss5ing MoKc radiation. The
least-squaresrefinement of the orientation matrix
(Tichj, 1970)provides an unconstrainedestimateof
all unit-cell lengthsand angles;with the precisionobtained, the geometry of the cell is cubic with a :
5.7891(6)A.This value agreeswell with previous determinations gsing X-ray powder diffraction techniques: a : 5.7898A (Bither et al., 1968) and a :
5.7897A (Taylor and Kullerud, 1972).
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Fig. l. A-20 scans for 400, 500 and 600 at two positions around
the diffraction vector: 9:0'(la)
and V : 15l' (lb). iP is a righthanded rotation whose zero is defined when or : 0 with at (hklt
plane in diffracting position.

With the crystal mounted on the diffractometer,
we again tested for reflections which violated Pa3
symmetry. To minimize multiple diffraction effects,
we used graphite monochromated MoKa radiation
and an arbitrarily-oriented crystal ([,0.1,03] was approximately parallel to the O axis). Ttie 0-20 scan
mode was used.Even with this arbitrary orientation.

we observed,as Baylisshad for FeSr,severalforbidden reflections(an efample for 500 is shown in Fig.
la). However, all the forbidden reflections we observed could be eliminated by rotating the crystal
around the diffraction vector to some arbitrary V
angle (Fig. lb). i{, is a right-handed rotation whose
zero is defined with or : 0 with m (hkl) plane in diffracting position. Further information was provided
by making integrated intensity measurements at
every 0.5o in V from -90 to *90o and plotting the
results as I"*/2o, vs. V (Fig. 2). This figure shows
that, even though the diffracted intensity is abovethe
detection limit (1"o"/2o,= I in this figure) at some V
values,it is below that limit at many other V values.
Becausea Bragg reflection'sintensity should not become undetectableat any V value, we concludethat
all such observed reflections, forbidden for space
group Pa3, are the result of multiple diffraction effects. We also believe that, although Bayliss (1977)
may have beenworking with non-cubicFeS, crystals,
he did not give sufficientinformation to elininate the
possibility that the extra reflectionshe observedwere
causedby multiple di-ffraction.
Coppens (1968) discussedcriteria for the occurrence of multiple Bragg scattering, and concluded
that reciprocal lattice points within 0.003A-' of the
Ewald spherecould satisfythe requirementsfor multiple di-ffraction.In order to test the applicability of
this idea to FeS, and CuSr,we calculatedthe number
of reciprocal lattice points which meet this criterion
for various setsof diffraction conditions.For the 100

Fig. 2. Results of integratedintensity measurementsat every 0.5o around the diffraction vector from -90 to 90'. The intensity is
normalizedto the detectionlimit (2o7);thus, a value >l is consideredto be observed.
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Table l. Refinementresults
Spacegroup

^c

No. of reflections

tions during the course of the data collection. Intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
effectsas wel as absorption.The absorption correction was computedusing a modified versionof Burnham's (1966)program with the massabsorptioncoefficients of Cromer and Liberman (1970). This
program also calculatesa geometric factor (Zachaiasen, 1967)used in the extinction correction.

t ^'l ^6

251
209
0.04
1
0.019
0 .0 1 4
0.013
I .75

N o . o f o b s e r v e dr e f l e c t i o n s *
Wtd.r, all data**
n , a 1| d a t a +
W t d . r , o b s e r v e dr e f l e c t i o n s
n , o b s e r v e dr e f l e c t i o n s
^++
J

Refinement

Reffecxions with I < 2aI are not
incLuded in the observed refTect.ions,
**
, - - - ^ 2 , 1 / -2
w t d . r = t L w { 1 p o 1 - l F crl ,) 2
- /EwFo-l-' .

*n= rI

l r ^ l - l r ^ lt t l r ^ 1 .

Standard

deviation

of
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and 300 reflectionsof CuS, (MoKa radiation), there
are many reflections within 0.003A of the Ewald
spherein any orientation tried thus far. When b* is
initially parallel to the X-ray beam and c* is normal
to the equatorial plane, there are 47 other reciprocal
lattice points near the spherewhen 100is in diffracting position. Similar results are obtained for FeSr.
Therefore,it would be extremelydifficult, using fourcircle geometry, to prove that the extra reflections are
a result of causesother than multiple diffraction.
Diffraction intensities for structure refinement
were measuredon a Picker four-circle diffractometer
at the GeophysicalLaboratory (Washington, D.C.),
using Nb-filtered MoKa radiation with the difractometer operating n t};Le0-20 scanmode. 253 reflections were measuredrepresentingall with h, k, I > O
and 0o <20 < 60o,exceptfor certain ft&Owhich were
inadvertently omitted. Scan rates and background
counting tirnes were adjusted for each reflection
(Finger et al.,1973) to producea value of 0.01 for o,/
L Referencereflectionsshowedno significant varia-

The program RrINe4 (Finger and Prince, 1975)
was used for full-matrix least-squaresrefinement.
Neutral scattering factors of Cromer and Mann
(1968) along with anomalousdispersioncoemcients
of Cromer and Liberman (1970)were used.Equivalent reflectionswere not averagedto allow for refinement of anisotropicextinction. Only reflectionswith
I > 2o, were used in the refinement.
The structurewas refinedin spacegroup Pc3 using
starting parametersfrom previous unpublished refinements.In the pyrite structure, the metal atom is
at the origin and the nonmetal one at x, x, x; thus,
there is one variable positional parameter.The starting model was one having isotropic temperaturefactors and no correctionfor secondaryextinction. Subsequentmodels included anisotropicthermal motion
and both isotropic (Zachariasen, 1967) and anisotropic (Coppens and Hamilton, 1970; Thornley
and Nelmes, 1974)secondaryQxtinctioncorrections.
The final model containedcorrectionsfor anisotropic
thermal motion and anisotropic type 2 extinction.
These refinement results are shown in Table l, and
the observed and calculated structure factors are
available.' Table 2 gives the final positional parameters, anisotropic temperature factor coem2 To receivea copy of this material, order Document
AM-79I 14 from the BusinessOffice, Mineralogical Societyof America,
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. Please
remit $1.00in advancefor the microfiche.

Table 2. Final parameters from the refined model: positional parameters, anisotropic tempefature-factor
coefficients, equivalent
isotropic temperature factors (Hamilton, 1965), and rms displacements along the unique directions calculated from the anisotropic
temperature factor corrections

Atom

S it e

Cu

4b
Bc

x=9=z

B1;822=833

s ( E q .)

812=813=823

r m s d i s p l a c e m e n(tA )
lltilll
ltlill

0
0.00732(8)- 0.00032(5) 0.eB(r) 0.il6(r) 0.10e0(B)
0 . 3 9 8 7 8 ( 5 ) 0 . 0 0 6 3 5 ( 9 ) - 0 . 0 0 0 8 s ( 7 ) 0 . 8 5 ()r
0 . 0 8 e ( 2 ) 0 .i l 0 6 ( 7 )
The temperature
One standard

factor

deviation

expression
in

js

Darentheses.

exp
. { - I l h . h .TB . . } .
J fJ
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Table 3. Tensor components (Wo) and the resulting principal axis
lengths and directions from refinement of type 2 anisotropic secondary extinction

'1r

w^^
lt

"r3

4.5(5) 4.0(4) 4.6(6) -r.8(s)

w?3

1.4(2) r.0(7)

D o m a i nr a d i u s ( A )

Crystal lographic di rection

2598
13 7 6

ttT, 2.6,r.4l
l7:9,4n, z.sl

I263

[0.4,3.2,4.8]
x

lO'

show that /* ) 0, yet Bayliss (1977) obtained r* :
-0.156 x l0-o from his refinementof FeSr.The extinction parameter is correlated with the temperature factors by interaction with the scalefactor.
The senseof this effect reducesthe temperaturefactors as r* is decreasedand could have led to the nonpositive temperaturefactors of Bayliss.
Thermal ellipsoids

cm--

cients, and the equivalent isotropic temperaturefactors (Hamilton, 1959).Neither the addition of third
cumulant temperature factor coefficientsfor sulfur
nor refinementwith the disulfide as a rigid group improved the fit.
Secondaryextinction

The thermal ellipsoidsof both the metal and nonmetal atomsin the pyrite structureare constrainedto
be uniaxial with their unique axesalong the cube diagonal. The rms thermal amplitudes in this direction
and in the plane normal to it for copper and sulfur
are listed in Table 2.The thermal ellipsoid for copper
is only slightly anisotropic.The ratio of the largestto
the smallestrms displacementis 1.06.Its largestdisplacement is along the trigonal compressionaxis of
the octahedron.Sulfur's thermal ellipsoid is more an-

The secondary extinction model used to conect
thesedata is a modification of the Ztchaiasen (1967)
model by Coppens and Hamilton (1970). The anisotropic correction is significant at the 99.9 percent
level (Hamilton, 1965)over the isotropic one (wtd. r
: 0.017). The extinction correction is given by
(Zachariasen'sequation l)
P:

P,.y

(l)

where P is the integratedintensity,Pothe kinematical
approximation and y the extinction factor. In RptNB
4.
y : It + B@) F2s*1-rrz

(2)

where B(d) is a geometricfactor, calculatedfor each
reflection during the absorptioncorrection,and r* is
a refineableparameter.For the type 2 anisotropicexl
tinction model, r* is replacedwith
r* : (N'W N)-'l,

(3)

N is a unit vector and W a second-ranktensorwhose
componentsare varied during the refinement. According to the model, this tensor representsan ellipsoidal-shaped,ideal-crystal domain. The Wu components and the resulting ellipsoid's principal axes
lengths and orientationsfor CuS, are given in Table
3. Although this extinction model seemsto adequately correct for the effectsin our data, recent discussionsof extinction (Becker,1977;Lawtence,1977)
make us doubt that a physical interpretation of the
slliFsoid in Table 3 is justified.
BecauseB(d) is always positive, equations I and 2

CU

CU

CU

Fig.3. First coordination poyhedrafor Cu and S in CuS2with
the interatomic distances and angles calculated from the final
model.
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Table 4. Selectedinteratomic distances,interatomic angles,and quadratic elongationsfor severaltransition elementdisulfides which
have the pyrite structure

M-S,A
S-S, A
S-S-1"'1,deg
S-M-S, deg

MnSra

FeSrb

CoSra

Nis2c

2 .5 9 0
2.086
106.1

2.259(5)*
2.r53(6)
102.4 (2)

2.315
2.124
'|
03.3
8 6 .0

2 , 4 0 1( 4 )
?,059(32)
r04,8 (4)
86.5 (r)

8 6 .9

n3, oo ( y.,

LUJ^
L

2.4528(1)
2,0300(6)
l 05.52 (2)
86.73 (r)

M S UQ u a d r a t i c
E1o n g at i o n

l 0030

r .006r

utJtiotx

(1960).
bPinkTea
et a1. (7976),
'
one standard deviation in

'I

l 0052
cFuruseth
drhis

.0039

and Kjekshus

r .0034

(1969).

studg,

parentheses.

isotropic. The ratio of its displacementsis 1.24,with
the largest displacement normal to the disulfide
bond. Apparently, the short sulfur-sulfur distance
limits motion along this bond.

fides because of extensive electron delocalization
(Vaughan and Craig, 1978)and, in fact, the amount
of octahedral distortion in pyrite structures (compression along the trigonal axis) appearsto be a function
of sizeof the metal atoms.Quadratic elongationvalStructure
ues(Robinsonet al.,l97l) in Table 4 showthat FeS,
Figure 3 showsthe two typesof coordination poly- has the most distorted octahedronof anv member of
hedra in CuSr. Copper is surrounded by six sulfur
atoms in a trigonally-distorted octahedron,and sulfur is coordinated by three copper atoms and one
other sulfur atom in a distorted tetrahedron. The
o This sfudy
CuS. octahedra are linked by corner sharing. The
e E l l i o l f( 1 9 6 0 )
sulfur-sulfur distancein pyrite structuresapproaches
(1969)
r Furusefh
I Kjekshus
that in sulfur itself, and the sulfurs are consideredto
2.50
(
1
9
7
6
)
F i n k l e oe f o l
be bonded to each other.
Some important interatomic distancesand angles
for the first-row transition-elementpyrites are listed
+/
in Table 4 and shown in Figure 4. Thesevaluesshow
parameters
that the
for CuS, lie along the trends establishedby the naturally-occurringpyrite structures, FI
M-S
,/L
and suggestthat copper has the sameoxidation state (,
z 2.30
(2+) as the other metals in this group. This also sug- UJ
J
geststhat the discussionsof bonding in thesemateri- o
z
als (Bither et al.,1968;Brostigenand Kjekshus,1970; o
@
2.20
Goodenough, 1972) are applicable to CuSr. These
models attribute the increase in the metal-sulfur
bond length (Fig. a) to an increasein the number of
--__
S-S
antibonding electrons.Three are assignedto the cop\:
per in CuSr. In addition, Kjekshus and Nicholson
a:s:r:\o
(1971)suggestthat theseelectronsproducea redistribution of electron density which causesthe decrease
9
in the sulfur-sulfur bond length (Fig. a).
MnS,
FcS.
CoS.
NiSt
CuS,
Usually, Cu'* is found in square-planarcoordination. If the bonding is sufficiently ionic, this can be
NUMBER OF 3d ELECTRONS FOR MT'
ascribed to Jahn-Teller distortion. However, JahnFig. 4. BondJength variation for fint-row transition-element
Teller distortion is unusual in transition-metal sul- disulfide pyrite structures including the CuS2 results.
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this seriesand that the distortion decreasesthrough
CuSr.
Non-cubic symmetry
The optical anisotropyobservedfor CuS, and FeS,
has raised questionsabout the correct symmetry for
thesestructures.If this anisotropywere a function of
the deviation from cubic symmetry,CuS, should not
be cubic. The anisotropy is ubiquitous for CuS, and
usually it is more intense than that for FeSr. Although the refinement presentedhere cannot prove
that CuS, is cubic, it can be usedto test other models.
The final model has 12 variable parameters, 209
data, and a weighted residual of 0.014. With few
variablesand a low residual,it is difficult to obtain a
statistically significant improvement in the refinement through decreasingthe symmetry (increasing
the number of variables). For example, one lowersymmetrymodel suggestedby optical data (Gibbons,
1967)is a trigonal structurewith its c axis along one
of the cube diagonalsin the pyrite unit cell. We refined the CuS, data in the R3 spacegroup with the c
axis along I I l] of pyrite. That model has 23 variable
parametersand gives a residual of 0.016.A residual
of 0.013 would be necessaryfor a significant improvement (95 percent confidence level; Hamilton,
1965)over the cubic model.
These arguments suggestthat the optical anisotropy is a surface effect. When we examined polished sectionsof our material. we observedan increasein the intensity of these optical effects with
time. After a month's exposureto air, the intensity of
the anisotropy was noticeably greater than that of a
freshly polished sample.One possibility is that epitaxial growth of a second phase causesthe anisotropy. Samplesof FeS, and CuS, were polished,
exposedto air for variable lengthsof lime, and examined with a scanningelectronmicroscope.The results
to date are inconclusive. A second phase was observedon some samples,but we have not been able
to obtain repeatableresults.
Conclusions
Although polished sectionsof CuS, are optically
anisotropic, no structural evidencehas been found
for symmetry lower than cubic. A similar anisotropy
in FeS, may indicate that some of thesecrystalsare
not cubic. However, we believe the refinement by
Bayliss does not adequately test this possibility.
Trends establishedby naturally-occuringpyrites suggest that copper in CuS, behavessimilarly to the
metals in other pyrites: it has a 2+ formal valence

and three antibonding electrons.The refined structure showsthat the CuSuoctahedronis only slightly
distorted, which probably indicates crystal field distortions are not important for thesematerials.
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